We have identified our focus areas that reflect our stakeholder concerns and expectations. These encompass the four pillars of sustainability; Social (including health, safety and community programs), Environmental, Governance and Economic. Our activities in these focus areas will shape our sustainability strategy over the coming years. We will review our performance within these areas to ensure we achieve our sustainability objectives and also actively seek opportunities for continuous improvement.

2014 has been a successful year in financial terms, with all of our core businesses experiencing substantial growth. A new addition to the Innospec family was made through the acquisition of Independence Oilfield Chemicals (IOC), boosting the capabilities of our Oilfield Specialties business. Sales have risen, with a number of new business wins making a significant contribution to this and, as a result, we are well placed for future growth. This will enable us to maintain our commitment to the sustainability of our activities, as we continue to develop.

We actively monitor our environmental performance and in 2014 we have reduced our impact on the environment, delivering reductions in our greenhouse gas emissions, energy use, water use and hazardous waste produced compared to previous years.

Helping us achieve this is our global team of talented employees. Without them we wouldn’t be able to meet our goal of ensuring a sustainable business. Providing training and development opportunities allows our employees to engage with, understand and put into practice the measures needed to achieve the highest possible standards across our business.

We strive to ensure that our sites continue to be safe places to work and we recognize good safety performance. In 2014 we introduced our new Corporate Safety Plaque Program and we were proud to award Bronze Plaques, along with donations to charities, at eight of our manufacturing facilities. This plaque is presented to the sites and operations that have reached one year without an Innospec Reportable Lost Time Accident (RFLTA). We were also delighted to receive external recognition of our safety performance from the UK Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents (RoSPA) and the US North Carolina Department of Labor.

The external recognition of our health and safety performance and management systems, alongside the acknowledgement of a number of our employees for their work within the industry, has raised the profile of Innospec even further.

As a business we have maintained our firm positioning as a company that cares about our local communities. We have continued to take part in a number of fundraising events, upholding our commitment to the causes our employees believe in.

Reflecting on our achievements in 2014 it has been an exciting and successful year. We continue to move further forward in our journey towards building a sustainable business. Within this report, we have highlighted the progress we have made to date while providing an insight into our future activities.
BUSINESS PERFORMANCE

With a strong order book, healthy balance sheet and positive cash flow, our economic sustainability is constantly improving, with an optimistic outlook for the future. As we look ahead into 2015, we are well placed for further growth.

GROWTH

6% overall organic revenue growth per annum since 2009

FUEL SPECIALTIES

Net sales of US$682 million in 2014
Gross profit of US$219 million in 2014

CHEMICALS

Net sales of US$224 million in 2014
Gross profit of US$54 million in 2014

SALES

US$22 million spent on Research and Technology (R&T) in 2014

2013

2014

US$113 million

Operating income in 2014 up 24% on 2013

US$961 million

Net sales in 2014 up 17% on 2013

NET INCOME

US$84 million

in 2014

up 8% on 2013

INCOME NET

US$84 million

in 2014

up 8% on 2013

OCTANE ADDITIVES

Net sales of US$55 million in 2014

US$141 million

in 2014

up 21% on 2013

US$113 million

operating income in 2014 up 24% on 2013

4% overall average operating income growth per annum since 2009

All of our core businesses have enjoyed success in 2014. Fuel Specialties, the largest of our businesses, has generated 71% of our annual net sales, with net sales of our Performance Chemicals business contributing 23% to the annual figure.
WORLDWIDE LOCATIONS

**EUROPE**
- Austria
- Cyprus
- France
- Germany
- Greece
- Hungary
- Italy
- Russia
- Spain
- Switzerland
- United Kingdom

**ASIA PACIFIC**
- China
- India
- Singapore
- South Korea

**THE AMERICAS**
- Canada
- Brazil

**MIDDLE EAST/AFRICA**
- Dubai, UAE
- South Africa

Employees based in 20 countries over 5 continents

BUSINESSES
- Fuel Specialties
- Performance Chemicals
- Octane Additives

INNOVES
Inside Innospec

SITE NEWS

3 sites
10 YEARS

Our Leuna (Germany), Widnes (UK) and Salisbury (USA) manufacturing facilities all celebrated their 10th anniversary as part of the Innospec Group.

Acquisition of Independence Oilfield Chemicals (IOC) employing 151 people

PRODUCT LAUNCHES AND APPROVALS

3 new sulfate-free products in personal care in 2014

300 hours of AX training to 200 new users

New food contact approval for Viscowax® business:
- Food and Drug Administration approval for PE waxes
- EVA waxes new listed under EU regulation 10/2011 on plastic materials and articles to come into contact with food

In response to the ever complex global regulatory environment in which we operate, we have restructured our regulatory affairs into a new central regulatory team. This enables us to develop a more efficient approach to regulatory affairs across the business.

SYSTEMS AND PROCEDURES

We are continuing to integrate our enterprise resource planning (ERP) system across the business. Our AX-based information management system, launched in 2013, will eventually handle all of our transactions globally as well as store essential business data.
SUSTAINABILITY

OUR SUSTAINABILITY JOURNEY

1999

Our first sustainable development report was created. Over the following decade, we refined our approach to sustainable development in line with the requirements and expectations of the industry and our stakeholders.

2010

A Sustainable Development Network was created to review our sustainability approach and develop a coherent strategy. The network consists of employees from different functions and locations around the world.

2012

We facilitated a sustainable development workshop to identify our key stakeholders and industry best practice. The workshop led to the identification of a potential sustainable development framework covering six core themes.

2013

It was recognized that additional resources were needed to support the development of our sustainable development strategy leading to the appointment of our first Group Sustainable Development Manager, Helen Coy.

2014

We engaged with our stakeholder groups using a variety of different methods to understand their sustainability priorities and expectations. These were fed into a materiality assessment which identified a number of focus areas to take forward.

Our first sustainable development report was created.

We engaged with our stakeholder groups using a variety of different methods to understand their sustainability priorities and expectations. These were fed into a materiality assessment which identified a number of focus areas to take forward.

Adding Sustainable Value

FOCUS AREAS AND ACTIVITIES 2015 AND 2016

Health Safety and Wellbeing

- Protect the health and safety of employees and third parties
- Enhance our behavioral safety program
- Implement and comply with corporate process safety standards
- Reduce loss of containment events

Environment

- Further develop a greenhouse gas and energy reduction program
- Identify and evaluate further water and waste reduction projects

Employees

- Implement an internal sustainable development strategy communication and training program

Ethics and Governance

- Continued RSPO membership, certification and supply chain sourcing
- Implement an internal Sustainable Development reporting framework and guidelines

Product Sustainability and Innovation

- Development of Innospec product sustainable evaluation assessment criteria

Community Engagement

In addition to the many existing local community initiatives identify a corporate supported community project

Supply Chain

- Establish a supplier sustainability performance assessment
- Develop a supply chain risk location map that evaluates key environmental, governance and societal risks
Our training program aims to educate our employees on our policies and ensure their commitment to compliance. All the courses are available in seven languages: English, French, German, Italian, Russian, Chinese and Portuguese, reflecting our global footprint.

If any employees become aware of any issues such as fraudulent behaviour, malpractice or suspected violation of our ethical or professional standards, they are encouraged to use our confidential whistle-blowing hotline, details of which are given to all employees. In 2014, no incidents were reported via the hotline.
Performance and Key Highlights 2014

17% reduction
59% reduction since 2006

13% reduction
61% reduction since 2006

14% reduction
48% reduction since 2005

Energy Usage

GHG Emissions (scope 1 and scope 2)

Water Usage

Hazardous Waste

Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Protocol Scope Definitions

Defra (The UK Department for Environment and Rural Affairs)

Scope 1
Direct GHG emissions occurring from sources owned or controlled by the company.

Scope 2
Indirect GHG emissions from the generation of purchased electricity consumed by the company. These emissions physically occur at the facility where electricity is generated.

Scope 3
An indirect measure based on water usage, lifecycle factors.

Our ISO14001 Accredited Sites

Vernon’s accreditation means that all seven manufacturing sites owned prior to December 2012 are now ISO accredited.

Please turn to page 25 for more information.
HEALTH & SAFETY

PERFORMANCE AND KEY HIGHLIGHTS 2014

Lost Time Accident Frequency Rate

0.10
per 100,000 hours (Innospec employees)

UK Chemical Industry average 0.178*

*UK Chemical Industry Association (CIA)

4% Fewer Accidents

5787 Near Misses

8% Increase

Loss of Containment

68% Reduction in quantity of material involved

A near miss is defined as a learning event that did not cause harm, but had the potential to cause injury or loss. The more near miss events reported and proactively addressed, the lower the likelihood of the event becoming an accident or incident in the future.

Performance Recognition

EXTERNAL GILD

13th year receiving Gold - Ellesmere Port
9th year receiving Gold - Widnes

Two of our sites in the UK have been recognized by the Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents (RoSPA) for occupational health and safety initiatives carried out in 2014. Our Ellesmere Port site achieved, for the fourth time, the prestigious RoSPA Presidents Award, presented to the site for achieving no fewer than 13 consecutive Gold Awards. Our Widnes site was awarded its fourth RoSPA Gold Medal in recognition of 9 consecutive Gold Awards from the organization.

SILVER

Salisbury award

We also received a silver award from the North Carolina Department of Labor (Safety Awards) program, which rewards companies and employees for maintaining a safe and healthy work place. This award recognizes that our Salisbury site did not have a lost time accident in 2014 and maintained a DART (days away, restricted or transferred) rate 50% below the USA Chemical Industry average.

Gold award

13th year receiving Gold - Ellesmere Port
9th year receiving Gold - Widnes

Two of our sites in the UK have been recognized by the Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents (RoSPA) for occupational health and safety initiatives carried out in 2014. Our Ellesmere Port site achieved, for the fourth time, the prestigious RoSPA Presidents Award, presented to the site for achieving no fewer than 13 consecutive Gold Awards. Our Widnes site was awarded its fourth RoSPA Gold Medal in recognition of 9 consecutive Gold Awards from the organization.

Silver awards

We also received a silver award from the North Carolina Department of Labor (Safety Awards) program, which rewards companies and employees for maintaining a safe and healthy work place. This award recognizes that our Salisbury site did not have a lost time accident in 2014 and maintained a DART (days away, restricted or transferred) rate 50% below the USA Chemical Industry average.

Employee Reportable Lost Time Accident Frequency Rate Innospec vs Industry Average

30% 0.375 0.188 0.563 0.750

Innospec CIA

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

0.10 Lost Time Accident Frequency Rate per 100,000 hours (Innospec employees)

REDUCTIONS

Our sites are encouraged to report all loss of containment (LOC) events regardless of the quantity lost. LOC events are investigated in order to fully understand and address the causes, with the aim of preventing re-occurrence or developing into a more serious event. In 2014, we recorded a 68% reduction across the group on a like for like basis compared to 2013.

DEMONSTRATING OUR COMMITMENT

International Council of Chemical Associations

Our CEO, Patrick Williams, reaffirmed our commitment to the Responsible Care® Global Charter of the ICCA. We signed up to its revised charter in November 2014, ahead of its official launch in 2015. Responsible Care® is the chemical industry's global initiative to drive continuous improvement in health, safety and environmental (HSE) performance, together with open and transparent communication with stakeholders.
12 employees took part in our 2014 leadership program. Participants attended from the USA, Canada, UK, Russia and Singapore, covering sales, business development, supply chain, legal, finance, purchasing and research and technology functions.

Under the program, in which all employees, as of June 2014 were invited to take part, participants save a set amount each month over a two (US employees) or three (all other employees) year period. At the end of the period employees can choose to either receive the money saved back or use the money to buy Innospec stock at a discounted price.

58% eligible employees took part in the Sharesave program.

20% senior management are females.

36% employees with 10 years or more service.

10 YEARS

TOTAL EMPLOYEES

1301

343 females
26%

958 males
74%

74% males
26% females

Industry average*


SHARESAVE PROGRAM

58%
eligible employees took part in the Sharesave program.

TRAINING SUPPORT WORKSHOP

This involved training days in the form of a workshop and one-to-one support designed to help develop their leadership skills further.

SHARES
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Under the program, in which all employees, as of June 2014 were invited to take part, participants save a set amount each month over a two (US employees) or three (all other employees) year period. At the end of the period employees can choose to either receive the money saved back or use the money to buy Innospec stock at a discounted price.

58% eligible employees took part in the Sharesave program.

20% senior management are females.

36% employees with 10 years or more service.
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COMMUNITY

CHARITABLE ACTIVITIES

~US$80,000 raised for PenFed foundation in 2014

The PenFed Foundation provides financial assistance to wounded members of the armed services and their families, ensuring they have a secure and stable future. We are very proud to be associated with such a worthy cause and endeavour to continue our efforts to help those who deserve our support.

US$140,337 TOTAL RAISED FOR CHARITY IN 2014

In 2014 we donated €35,862 to the German association for the protection of forests and woodland.

US$7,389 RAISED Widnes to Ellesmere Port superhero fun run.

Our Herm facility in Germany continued their long standing support of the German Association for the Protection of Forests and Woodlands (SDW), by making a contribution to the organization for every litre of Ecotherm® Futur 2 sold. The total raised since 2007 is almost €278,000.

Our participation in community events is vital in our role of being a sustainable business. In 2014, we successfully contributed to and took pride in supporting and engaging with our community through different initiatives.

Innospec North Carolina sites High Point and Salisbury continued their collaboration with United Way, raising almost US$19,240 for the non-profit organization. The North Carolina branch of United Way offers support to 50 local community agencies serving in the areas of education, income and health. A significant proportion of the overall donation was made up of pledges from our employees. Total raised since 2012 is just over US$50,000.

Local Community Activities

School visits to Ellesmere Port

The ‘science of hair care’ lessons on how to create shampoo formulations at Whitby High School, Ellesmere Port, UK.

Science workshop developed by Innospec for The Catalyst Museum, Widnes, UK.

Our connection with the local community is extremely important to us, in particular our involvement with local schools and children. We have been active in a number of successful initiatives this year and will continue to take part in and deliver educational activities in the future.

ENGAGING WITH SCHOOLS AND CHILDREN

Please turn to page 29 for more information.
There has been a growth in sales volumes for our Oilfield Specialties business, whose products help to reduce mud losses in drilling operations and assure product flow and asset integrity. This increase in sales was strengthened by the acquisition of Independence Oilfield Chemicals. We have made good progress in integrating our new oilfield sites into our safety, health and environment structure and processes, and we will continue to explore other opportunities for expansion in this sector.

Our Performance Chemicals business is our second growth sector focused around the personal care market. It includes our polymer and aroma businesses. Sales for the year increased by 16% to US$224m and operating income rose 8% to US$26m.

Our expansion in this market is driven by increased consumer demand for better performing and more environmentally friendly products such as shampoos, cleansers and sunscreens. Combining this with organic portfolio diversification has led our increased success in this business.

In addition, Chemol, our 2013 acquisition, is now fully integrated into the business. This enables us to offer an unrivalled range of customized personal care solutions, which supports our customers in developing innovative products and contributes to the development of this segment.

As a responsible provider of tetraethyl lead (TEL) used in aviation and motor gasoline, we are committed to supporting the smooth transition to unleaded gasoline. Throughout this phase-out period we continue to offer an environmental remediation service to customers, managing the clean-up of redundant plants as refineries complete the move away from TEL. This product stewardship service includes safety training, along with technical and engineering support.

New Horizons

Based in Houston, IOC adds to the existing capabilities in our Oilfield business. It also provides significant geographical reach to our business as a whole, with assets in the Eagle Ford, Bakken, Barnett and Niobrara basins. We are now leveraging the expertise of the newly established US Oilfield Specialties business in order to help grow the business globally.

Our activities in Oilfield Specialties, which is part of Fuel Specialties, were particularly prominent. Through our acquisitions in 2012 to 2014, we have built a significant new focus in the Oil and Gas business, encompassing products and services for drilling, fracturing and stimulation, and production operations. In 2014, the business secured a number of key new contracts with oil exploration and production companies located across our Oilfield sector.

The Performance Chemicals business also enjoyed some notable business wins in 2014. In response to consumer demand for sulfate-free personal care products we introduced two new surfactants. The start of the European supply of our sulfate-free surfactant, Pursuit SGS-U, was a significant highlight for us, diversifying the chemistries used at our production facility in ElANCEM Port. In addition to this, we celebrated a landmark deal for our mild sulfate-free surfactant, Pursuit I-88EC, in the cosmetics and beauty industry. The introduction of our custom silicone gel skin emollient, AGX gel, for use in the healthcare sector, also helped drive our growth.

Committed to product stewardship and quality

We take great pride in the performance, quality and safety of all our products, with stringent manufacturing controls to enhance production consistency and a focus on product stewardship. Our efforts in quality assurance are exemplified by STADIS®, our quality, safety and accreditation, recognized throughout the EU and internationally, is granted to companies that satisfy the strict customer criteria, demonstrating consistent quality, compliance and trustworthiness in the international supply chain.

As well as our relentless commitment to quality, safety and compliance, we work closely with customers to demonstrate the efficiency of our products. In 2014 we conducted trials to show the beneficial impact of Innospec additives in reducing the fuel consumption in trucks. One such trial on a heavy duty fleet in France was carried out to demonstrate how our Powerguard technology reduced CO2 emissions and improved fuel economy. The trial concluded that our Powerguard diesel engine control additive achieved a reduction in fuel consumption and CO2 emissions of 3.1%. As a result of this trial our customers who use the Powerguard additive technology for heavy duty diesel applications can now meet the criteria for the Certificate of Energy Savings (CEE) issued by the authorities in France. This certification allows those customers to claim tax savings from the French authorities.
Adding sustainable value is the focus of our sustainable development strategy. We add this value by managing a competitive and sustainable development strategy. We add sustainable value is the focus of our objectives and reflects stakeholder expectations. Achievements to date, align with our strategic continued success. It has enabled us to understand and take into account their varied perspectives during the development of our sustainable strategy.

In 2014 we conducted a materiality assessment in which each identified area of sustainability was ranked in terms of its value and importance to both ourselves and each of our key stakeholders. This enabled the priority areas for our developing strategy to be selected. The outcome has been the creation of a strategy that builds on our achievements to date, aligns with our strategic objectives and reflects stakeholder expectations.

Our open and on-going engagement with key stakeholders is an essential element in Innospec’s continued success. It has enabled us to understand and take into account their varied perspectives during the development of our sustainable strategy.
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In 2014, we committed to acting responsibly towards the environment and ensuring that we use resources as efficiently as possible. As part of this pledge we monitor our performance in four key areas: Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions, energy use, water use and hazardous waste produced. In addition we continuously review advancing technologies and processes so that we can actively seek out opportunities to improve this performance.

The key highlights of our 2014 environmental performance are presented on pages 12 and 13 of this report. Since 2013, we have included data from our acquired companies, which has delivered an improvement in our overall performance. Excluding this data the performance of our existing facilities on a like-for-like basis would have been flat or shown an increase in reported figures when compared to 2013. The year on year fluctuations are as a result of varying product mix. Since 2005/2006 our existing sites have achieved around 50% or better improvements in their performance. Further improvements present new challenges which will require longer timescales to deliver.

In line with global standards our emissions are measured according to the GHG Protocol, developed by the World Resources Institute and the World Business Council for Sustainable Development.

Under the GHG Protocol these ‘scopes’ are defined for accounting and reporting purposes. The UK Department for Environment and Rural Affairs (Defra) recommends that companies account for and report on scopes 1 and 2 as a minimum, as the measures are directly affected by the actions of individual organizations. Scope 3 is a voluntary measurement. Our scope 1 and scope 2 emissions per tonne of product produced have decreased by 13% since 2013 and 61% since 2006.

Energy efficiency
Every year, we seek out potential initiatives to reduce the amount of energy we use per metric tonne of product produced across our sites.

In 2014, we progressed the upgrade of the electrical infrastructures at Ellesmere Port, together with the installation of new Power Factor Correction (PFC) equipment, as part of the site’s ongoing electrical rationalization and upgrade program. This removal of inefficient and old transformers will equate to a 3.4% saving in energy usage at the Ellesmere Port site based on 2014 electricity consumption. We also started to replace the site’s aging and over-sized air-cooled high efficiency units. These new compressors recover energy from the heat generated in compressing the air to offset gas usage in heating the boiler feed water, avoiding the need for a separate cooling tower. This new installation will result in a 2% reduction in energy usage, saving money and reducing the carbon footprint of the Ellesmere Port site.

Such is the success of the Ellesmere Port program, we have carried out an energy survey at our Widnes facility to identify similar potential energy reduction opportunities. In North Carolina we are undertaking numerous campaigns at both our High Point and Salisbury sites to reduce energy consumption. For example, turning off equipment and lighting when not needed for production, using thermal imaging equipment for electrical connection maintenance, and introducing a number of technical measures which aim to improve the efficiency of plant and processes. Through energy efficiency initiatives like these, we have achieved a 15% reduction in energy use per tonne of product since 2006, and a 17% decrease between 2013 and 2014.

Water use
We closely monitor and review our water usage with the aim of reducing and eliminating water losses and making our cooling systems as efficient as possible.

During 2014, water efficiency projects at our Vernon site saw the amount of process water recycled increase from 4.9% to 5.6% in 2014, and water consumption reduced in our iron and magnesium soap processes. Initiatives such as replacing aging underground water ring mains, identifying and targeting excessive usage and repairing underground fire hydrants have been designed to achieve reductions at Ellesmere Port and Widnes. At our High Point and Salisbury sites in North Carolina, new water meters enable us to target monitoring and reduction opportunities more effectively. We have also installed on-off valves on steam jets to facilitate improved control of water usage and reduce water waste. We have introduced processes to use recycled water to clean vessels, floors and reactors; and improved operator training on control rates for water usage to minimize excessive use and waste.

Our ongoing improvement programs have enabled us to achieve a 75% reduction in water use per tonne of product since 2005, with a 7% decrease between 2013 and 2014.

Hazardous waste
Since 2005, we’ve reduced by 48% the amount of hazardous waste we produce per tonne of product, decreasing it by 14% in the last 12 months alone. We are continually looking at new ways to help us further reduce the waste generated by our facilities. The installation of a new cleaner version of a residue pre-heater on the feeds to two of the steam boilers at Widnes has reduced by 6.5% in waste residues burned as fuel. This not only reduces the amount of hazardous waste sent off site for disposal but also reduces the amount of imported fuel. At our Vernon sites we exceeded our target of 25% of organic waste sent for recovery, achieving 31.1%.
MANAGING HEALTH AND SAFETY

Internal encouragement and external recognition

We believe that recognizing the good safety performance of our people is key to nurturing a culture of ‘Safety Comes First’. In 2014 we introduced a new Innospec Corporate Safety Plaque Award Program to run in parallel with our long standing Man-hours Worked without an Innospec Reportable Lost Time Accident (IRLTA) Certificate program. The new award has been introduced in recognition that some of our smaller sites and operations would have to wait a large number of years to obtain a Corporate Safety Certificate. The program rewards sites for achieving certain calendar milestones without any IRLTAs. A number of external organizations also recognized our commitment to health and safety during 2014. See pages 14-15 for further details.

Lost Time Accidents

We recognize that maintaining this level of performance requires continuous vigilance by everyone that works for Innospec. This was reinforced in July 2014, when we had to report an Innospec Reportable Lost Time Accident (IRLTA) at our High Point site. When a trainee operating a control panel tripped the valve remote actuator, the operator was injured. The accident showed the importance of training and understanding how to control the valve manually to prevent accidents.

In November 2014, a second IRLTA accident occurred at our Leuna site. An operator broke her leg when she fell from a low height step used to access a valve in a tank farm. Following this accident the manual valve has now been replaced with an actuated valve removing the need for a platform. A review has also been carried out of similar systems for access with a focus on continuous improvement. Through our efforts we have established a strong culture of safety within our organization and this is reflected in our performance.

Training and support

Training is vital in maintaining our high standards of health and safety. We invest in ensuring our people are equipped with the skills and knowledge to carry out their roles safely and successfully. Behavioral safety continued to be a focus area in 2014 with manufacturing facilities conducting training programs that emphasize our principle that ‘Safety Comes First’. Our Ellesmere Port site’s behavioral safety refresher program was rolled out to 215 people across the site. The program focuses on the behavior of employees when carrying out their jobs, and is designed to understand why accidents occur and what can be done to change the behaviors that lead to these outcomes.

All manufacturing sites need to be prepared and able to provide a safe and competent response to an on-site emergency. To support their emergency response plan, our Ellesmere Port site provided their emergency responders with a bespoke incident command and control course which was provided by Cleveland Fire Brigade Risk Management Ltd. As part of the transition of their operations which now fall under the EU SEVESO Directive, our Vernon site in France carried out their first full-scale emergency training exercise involving the local emergency services.

The health and well-being of our employees is also important to ensure that we maintain a sustainable workforce today and in the future. We promote and support an active lifestyle and put initiatives in place to allow our staff to maintain their well-being. For example our Leuna site continued their range of activities to encourage exercise and healthy living in 2014. These included dragon boat races, a corporate triathlon and an annual ‘health day’, including skin screening, first aid courses, and influenza vaccinations. Our North Carolina wellness program also aims to motivate people to live more healthily, through activities such as a ‘walk to work’ initiative. Employees also receive credit into their company health insurance account for taking part in selected health initiatives.

Process safety management and leadership

Process safety plays a fundamental role in maintaining a sustainable business. Our process safety standards are developed in line with industry best practices to control our critical hazards. Compliance with these corporate standards is monitored by process safety audits that are carried out by our Corporate SHE team. Our process safety performance indicators (PSPIs) monitor all programs and activities targeted at reducing process safety incidents. Each site’s PSPIs, along with the outcome of the corporate process safety audits, are discussed by the Executive Team at their quarterly SHE review.

Our process safety leadership program, introduced in 2010, involves Executive Team members carrying out site visits. These visits are specifically focused on process safety and demonstrate at local level the Executive Team’s commitment to the prevention of major accident hazards. As part of this program all participating Executive Team members have been trained on critical aspects of process safety. All eight manufacturing facilities, which were scheduled to receive a process safety leadership visit in 2014, were visited, meeting one of our corporate objectives for the year.

We set high standards for process and occupational safety.

Maintaining our excellent level of health and safety performance is fundamental to the success of our business. We are constantly evolving our health and safety systems and procedures to ensure they continue to reflect the concerns and risks we face, with a focus on continuous improvement. Through our efforts we have established a strong culture of safety within our organization and this is reflected in our performance.
Our People - Our Priority.

People are at the heart of our business. It is their skills, commitment and enthusiasm that have driven our growth over the past years. In recognition of this, we believe in investing in the resources and facilities to look after, support, train and communicate with our team numbers across the globe. The more we invest in our people, the more they invest their time, abilities and energy in us which is essential for building a sustainable business.

Company activities

Throughout 2014, we reinforced our commitment to supporting the career development of our staff at every level. In 2013, we introduced our Leadership Program, which is designed to identify and develop the leaders of tomorrow, ensuring the sustainable management of the company in future generations. Twelve people from across the global company took part in the 2014 program.

The development and improvement of the methods we use to deliver our training requirements is also a focus area for the company, ensuring that the training offered is engaging and effective. At our Ellesmere Port site, we have introduced a new online training platform called Enterprise E-learning, which instructs employees on approved general knowledge. The system, purchased for 150 manufacturing site personnel, can also be used to deliver bespoke courses of our own, which we plan to develop in the future. We believe in supporting young talent and appreciate the importance of allowing students and graduates to experience our business first hand, strengthening their understanding and boosting their future potential. keen to encourage the next generation of scientists and engineers, our Ellesmere Port and Widnes sites engaged in a pilot partnership program to provide work experience to graduate engineers. This partnership with ABB Consulting, a global provider of engineering and technical support, aims to provide the graduates with hands on industrial experience to enhance their development. Meanwhile, our R&T facility in Newark continues to long standing intern program with the University of Delaware, offering students the opportunity to gain practical experience in industry. These activities help us to nurture the new minds that could create real value to our business now, and in the future.

Our investment in our existing employees has also been acknowledged with Ellesmere Port Attaining CIMA accreditation for its finance training. CIMA, the Chartered Institute of Management Accountants, is acknowledged globally as the quality training standard in management accounting. The first graduate to be employed under our new graduate training program, Georgia Cordan, will be following a three-year program designed to work alongside her CIMA study syllabus, providing on-site practical experience linked to her theoretical studies.

We recognise the importance of the contribution our people make to the company and look for ways in which we can reward our employees by sharing in our long term success. Following the success of the first Shoresea program launched in 2010, we opened our second Shoresea offer in 2014. This 2014 program has been taken up by 98% of our employees.

Awards and recognition

It is truly a pleasure to see the expertise of Innopac employees recognised by others. Based at our R&T facility in Newark, our Industry Liaison Manager, Nick Chapman, along with Dr James Barker, a Research Fellow based at our Ellesmere Port R&T facility, both received industry awards from the American Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM). This international standards organization develops and publishes voluntary consensus technical standards for a variety of materials, products, systems and services. The awards were in appreciation of their many years of outstanding service and active participation in the work of the global standards body.

In July 2014, Marie Connor, our Ellesmere Port site Health, Safety and Environmental Manager, was presented with the Distinguished Service Award from the Society of Chemical Industry (SCI). The award was made in recognition of her contribution to the promotion of the Society in the Liverpool and North West region. The SCI is a multi-disciplinary forum that brings science and business together so that information can be shared between sectors and new opportunities identified. We have been proud to support her endeavours through sponsorship, hosting and participating in SCI events.

In 2014 our sites and employees have taken part and provided assistance to over 85 local charities by supporting their awareness campaigns, transport needs, luncheon clubs, sports kits, firework displays, cake sales, raffles and many other fundraising events and activities.

Community engagement

“Sport in the Port” is a major event designed to encourage the community around Ellesmere Port to get involved in sport and charity events. We co-sponsored the event in June, which attracted over 1000 runners, walkers and spectators from the local community. Family and friends were also on hand providing support to the runners along the route, ten of whom were our own Ellesmere Port employees.

For many years, the Ellesmere Port Site Christmas lunches have been accompanied by choirs from two local primary schools. Afterwards, the children and their teachers enjoy an “after party” as a thank you, and receive a donation towards the schools’ educational activities. We also host an annual Children’s Christmas Party for around 100 local children who are family and friends of employees based at our Ellesmere Port Manufacturing facility.

Our Vernon site has continued to participate in the Groupement Interprofessionnel des la Région de Vernon (GIVR), boosting employment and training opportunities in the region. GIVR consists of a group of almost 100 industries in the Vernon area that are concerned with local economic activities. In addition to these undertakings, we have maintained our involvement with The White Butterflies, the largest care provider in the region, to support employment opportunities for people with learning difficulties. Our Vernon site supports this organization by engaging their gardeners service which brightens the manufacturing facility with flowers and plants. Our Salisbury plant in North Carolina continued their support of the Red Cross Blood Drive in 2014 with employees donating 20 units of blood to the cause.

Education

Our promotion of science and technology to young people in local schools is aimed at encouraging pupils to take up careers in these subject areas, helping to maintain a sustainable workforce for the future. At Whitby High School’s Science and Innovation day, a team from our Ellesmere Port site were invited to provide insight into our business activities and areas of research. Peter Clark and Matthew Giles, both R&T chemists within our performance chemicals business, gave a one hour long lesson on how to create shampoo formulations. The session involved the explanation of the definition and importance of surfactants along with a practical demonstration.

Our Ellesmere Port site was also asked to develop a science workshop that The Catalyst Museum in Widnes, UK could deliver to children from schools across North West England. The workshops, titled ‘Up Close and Personal’, centered on the personal care industry and focused on the functions of some of our products, including shampoos and other cleansing products.

Our sites regularly invite school children to visit to learn more about the business. Parties of students tour the Ellesmere Port facility and speak with the R&T department in each business. Our personal care team also demonstrate how various formulations are created, providing real insight into the chemistry behind personal care products.

The way we interact and support the social and economic development of the communities in which we operate continues to play an important role in helping us to achieve our sustainability goals. By collaborating with charities and becoming involved in local issues, we have gained a reputation as a company that plays a positive part in local community related initiatives.

Fundraising

In August, over 200 of our customers, suppliers and partners gathered at a golf fundraising event in Lone Tree, Colorado to raise money to help the Pentagon Federal Credit Union (PenFed) Foundation support its Military Heroes® Fund. As a result of the generosity of sponsors, participants and contributors, the event raised almost US$80,000.

Back in the UK, a gathering of superheroes took part in a 1.7-mile Funathon, which saw walkers, runners and cyclists make their way between our Ellesmere Port and Widnes sites. The superheroes fancy dress theme added to the enjoyment of the event, which raised over £4,800. The money will be used by Hinderton School, Clatterbridge Cancer Centre and Halton Haven Hospices to help them continue their valuable work, research and support within their local communities.

In 2014 our sites and employees have been involved with The White Butterflies, the largest care provider in the region, to support employment opportunities for people with learning difficulties. Our Vernon site supports this organization by engaging their gardeners service which brightens the manufacturing facility with flowers and plants. Our Salisbury plant in North Carolina continued their support of the Red Cross Blood Drive in 2014 with employees donating 20 units of blood to the cause.

Education

Our promotion of science and technology to young people in local schools is aimed at encouraging pupils to take up careers in these subject areas, helping to maintain a sustainable workforce for the future. At Whitby High School’s Science and Innovation day, a team from our Ellesmere Port site were invited to provide insight into our business activities and areas of research. Peter Clark and Matthew Giles, both R&T chemists within our performance chemicals business, gave a one hour long lesson on how to create shampoo formulations. The session involved the explanation of the definition and importance of surfactants along with a practical demonstration.

Our Ellesmere Port site was also asked to develop a science workshop that The Catalyst Museum in Widnes, UK could deliver to children from schools across North West England. The workshops, titled ‘Up Close and Personal’, centered on the personal care industry and focused on the functions of some of our products, including shampoos and other cleansing products.

Our sites regularly invite school children to visit to learn more about the business. Parties of students tour the Ellesmere Port facility and speak with the R&T department in each business. Our personal care team also demonstrate how various formulations are created, providing real insight into the chemistry behind personal care products.

Connecting with our community

The way we interact and support the social and economic development of the communities in which we operate continues to play an important role in helping us to achieve our sustainability goals. By collaborating with charities and becoming involved in local issues, we have gained a reputation as a company that plays a positive part in local community related initiatives.
ASSURANCE STATEMENT 2014

Methodology
Jacobs has conducted an independent assurance of the 2014 Innospec Inc. Sustainable Development (SD) Report to provide assurance on the completeness, transparency and accuracy of the report, and to review systems for data collection. The assurance process involved interviews with staff responsible for data collection and reporting at both the central level and from a selection of representative sites across Innospec’s global manufacturing operations.

Conclusion
Innospec’s latest SD report presents information on its activities across the various SD areas of environment, ethics & compliance, health & safety, employees and communities. We are pleased that the appointment of a Group SD Manager in 2013 has given increased focus on SD activities. Notable activities have included the completion of a Group level SD materiality assessment and the production of a SD Strategy to provide the structure for future improvements to SD performance.

Innospec has continued to develop its stakeholder engagement process and in 2014 a range of internal and external stakeholders were consulted in the development of the SD materiality assessment. Led by the Group SD Manager and with support from the Executive Team, the business has formalised its SD objectives for 2015 - 2017. The business has demonstrated that the material SD issues, identified through stakeholder engagement, have been considered in developing the objectives. The 2014 report describes these positive developments and in future reports it will be important to show progress against these SD objectives.

Best practice requires that an annual review of the materiality assessment and the associated objectives should be recorded. We would encourage Innospec to formally document this process to show the clear linkage between stakeholder consultation and the prioritisation of SD issues to which Innospec is responsive.

Innospec has reviewed the format of its previous SD reports and this year’s report format has been improved to be more visually appealing, this will hopefully lead to greater engagement from internal and external stakeholders.

The majority of the performance data is summarised effectively in the first section of the report. During this assurance exercise, Innospec has been able to demonstrate consistency and robustness in its data collection at a Group and site level, which has provided us with confidence in the reported data. We recognise the impact of annual variations in product mix on resource use. However, the 2014 data is also impacted by three newly acquired sites. These new sites use little energy or water in their production processes and so their inclusion has favourably impacted the Group’s environmental performance. To enable a more transparent presentation of data, consideration should be given to complementing Group level data with that of the individual sites. We also believe the SD report could be strengthened through presentation of site level SD targets alongside the performance data and to show the link from the site level targets to the Group level SD objectives. Common practice which could be considered is to present more detailed site level data on a website with signposting from the SD report.

We would encourage responsibility for implementation of the SD strategy to be shared across the business to drive change on all sites, and create a wide sense of ownership. To ensure consistency of data reporting approaches and to reduce the risk of reliance on key staff, we encourage Innospec to further develop their reporting principles framework and guidelines. These could be developed as part of the implementation of the SD strategy, which requires responsibilities and actions for implementation of the strategy to be established.

Overall, within the scope of the assurance process, we consider that the reported activities and performance data represent an accurate record of Innospec’s SD performance in 2014.

Rachel Pickering
Environment & Community Practices Manager, Jacobs